In the conventional two-point measurement scheme of quantum thermodynamics, quantum coherence is destroyed by the first measurement. But as we know the coherence really plays an important role in the quantum thermodynamics process, and how to describe the work statistics for a quantum coherent process is still an open question. In this paper, we use the full counting statistics method to investigate the effects of quantum coherence on work statistics. First, we give a general discussion and show that for a quantum coherent process, work statistics is very different from that of the two-point measurement scheme, specifically the average work is increased or decreased and the work fluctuation can be decreased by quantum coherence, which strongly depends on the relative phase, the energy level structure and the external protocol. Then, we concretely consider a quenched 1-D transverse Ising model, and show that quantum coherence has a more significant influence on work statistics in the ferromagnetism regime compared with that in the paramagnetism regime, so that due to the presence of quantum coherence the work statistics can exhibit the critical phenonmenon even at high temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With recent experimental progress in the fabrication and manipulation of micro and nanoscale objects [1] [2] [3] , much attention has been given to understand the thermodynamics of small systems [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In such small systems the extensive thermodynamic quantities, such as work, heat and entropy production, might not be described by their average values alone, but their fluctuations should also be considered, just as done in the stochastic thermodynamics [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Stochastic thermodynamics has led to the discovery of various classical fluctuation theorems about work, heat and entropy production which connect microscopic dynamics with thermodynamic behaviors [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . For a small quantum system which obeys the laws of quantum mechanics, fluctuations are no longer just thermal in their origin but quantum as well. Now researchers are trying to extend the principles of thermodynamics to include quantum effects which should exist in small quantum systems [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . It has been shown that quantum coherence [34] [35] [36] and quantum correlations [37] [38] [39] can be used to extract work. And based on the resource theory [40] , the second law of thermodynamics in the quantum regime was discussed from the perspective of quantum coherence (beyond free energy) [41, 42] . The nonequilibrium fluctuation relations in the closed quantum system hold unmodified [29, 30, [43] [44] [45] . In the open quantum system, work, heat and entropy production were well defined based on the quantum trajectory approach (along the line of stochastic thermodynamics) [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , and their fluctuations were slightly modified [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] .
In general, to determine the work in the quantum regime one needs to perform two projective energy mea- * xubm2015@qfnu.edu.cn † zoujian@bit.edu.cn surements at the beginning and the end of the external driving because the work is not an observable [64] . In quantum mechanics, the measurement will have a severe impact on the system dynamics and also on the statistics of work. It should be noted that the quantum effect is destroyed by the first measurement, and therefore the work fluctuation relation obtained by the two-point measurement scheme is not "quantum" to some extent. How to describe the fluctuation of work for the quantum coherent process is still an open question. It has been proven that the measurement scheme that expecting the classical limit and obeying the first law of thermodynamics does not exist and this no-go result sheds light on the crucial roles of quantum measurement and quantum coherence [65] . Fortunately, a so-called full counting statistics (FCS) can describe the intrinsic fluctuations of the system without any coupling to a measurement device [66] [67] [68] [69] . Very recently, Solinas et al used the FCS to investigate the full work distribution on a quantum system for arbitrary initial states [70] . Due to the presence of quantum coherence, the quasiprobability distributions of FCS can be negative [69] , and this pure quantum effects can be interpreted by the weak measurement theory [71, 72] . It has also been shown that the appearance of negativity of work quasidistribution is a direct signature of contextuality [73] .
In the present paper, we use the FCS method to investigate the effects of quantum coherence on work statistics including work quasidistribution, average work and work fluctuations. First, we give a general discussion. By dividing the initial state into coherent and incoherent parts, work is divided into the coherent work and the incoherent work, and their effects are carefully discriminated. The work statistics for a quantum coherent process is very different from that of a two-point measurement scheme; specifically, quantum coherence can increase or decrease average work and can decrease work fluctuation, which strongly depends on the relative phase, the energy level structure, and the external protocol. Then, we consider a quenched one-dimensional transverse quantum Ising model to concretely show these effects. The energy level structures of the Ising chain in different regimes (ferromagnetism and paramagnetism regimes) are very different, so that the responses of the Ising chain after the quench in different regimes are also different. After the quench, the response of the system in the ferromagnetism regime is much stronger than that in the paramagnetism regime. As a result, quantum coherence can significantly influence the work statistics in the ferromagnetism regime, but it does not in the paramagnetism regime. And we also find that in the presence of quantum coherence, the work statistics can exhibit the critical behavior at high temperature while it can-not without the coherence.
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section we briefly review some key concepts of work fluctuations based on the FCS method. In Sec. III we investigate the effects of quantum coherence on work statistics for arbitrary initial state and arbitrary external work protocol. In Sec. IV we investigate the influence of quantum coherence on the variation of free energy and the entropy production. A concrete quenched one-dimensional transverse quantum Ising model is considered in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI closes the paper with some concluding remarks.
II. WORK STATISTICS BASED ON THE FCS METHOD
We begin by reviewing some key concepts of work statistics based on the FCS method in order to define the formalism that is used in the rest of this paper.
First, we demonstrate the general process considered in this paper: Consider a dynamical system described by a Hamiltonian H S (λ t ) that depends on an external work parameter λ t , i.e., an externally controlled parameter. The Hamiltonian have a spectral decomposition H S (λ t ) = n ε n t |ψ n t ψ n t |. At the initial time t = 0, the system-reservoir coupling is removed and a protocol is performed on the system with the work parameter being changed from its initial value λ 0 to the final value λ τ . After the protocol the system is in contact with a thermal equilibrium environment at temperature T . The environmental state can be described by Gibbs state ρ G B = exp(−βH B )/Z B , with H B being the environment Hamiltonian, β = 1/T being the inverse of the temperature, and Z B = Tr[exp(−βH B )] being the partition function of the environment. We assume that the system-environment coupling is weak. After a sufficiently long time, the system equilibrates with the thermal environment, and can be described by the Gibbs state ρ
is the partition function of the system).
The work W done by the external protocol is defined as the change of the internal energy between times t = 0 and t = τ (before making contact with the environment). According to the FCS method, the characteristic function of the work done can be expressed as [70] 
where 
According to the characteristic function given by Eq. (1), the moment of work distribution can be expressed as
The work distribution (or quasidistribution) can be formally determined by the Fourier transform of the characteristic function P (W ) ≡ due −iuW χ u . After the Fourier transform of the characteristic function given by Eq. (1), the work distribution (quasidistribution) can be expressed as [74] 
If there is no quantum coherence in the initial state, i.e., all the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix (in the eigenbasis of initial Hamiltonian H S (λ 0 )) are zero, the work distribution can be simplified as
which is just the result of the conventional two-point measurement scheme. Then, P m 0 can be explained as the probability that the first measurement projects onto |ψ m 0 at t = 0, and P n|m τ is the conditional probability (conditioned on the first measurement result |ψ m 0 ) that the second measurement obtains ε n τ at t = τ (before making contact with the environment). When the system is initially in the thermal state, i.e., ρ S (0) = ρ G S (λ 0 ) ≡ exp(−βH S (λ 0 ))/Z S (λ 0 ), according to Eq. (1) with u = iβ (because the characteristic function can be defined as χ u ≡ dW e iuW P (W )), the well-known Jarzynski equality
is obtained, where ∆F = T ln Z S (λ τ )/Z S (λ 0 ) is the variation of the Helmholtz free energy. Remarkably, for the initial thermal state, the work fluctuation is solely determined by the equilibrium free energy difference ∆F , but is independent of both the path wthere the work parameter is switched from λ 0 to λ τ and the rate at which the parameter is switched along the path (i.e., independent of the nonequilibrium process determined by U S (τ )).
Not only can the FCS method recover the result of the two-point measurement scheme for an incoherent process, but it also has the unique advantage to investigate the effects of quantum coherence on the work statistics (quantum coherence is destroyed by the first measurement in the framework of the two-point measurement scheme). The work distribution (or quasidistribution) can be rewritten as
be negative, and the work quasidistribution can be negative, which strongly depend on the energy level structure (ε l τ , ε m 0 , and ε n 0 ) of the system and the external protocol (U S (τ )). The off-diagonal elements of the density matrix ρ mn (0) (i.e., quantum coherence) can be expressed as ρ mn (0) = |ρ mn (0)| exp (iφ mn ), with φ mn being the relative phase of the initial state. Thus the negative quasidistribution also depends on the relative phase of the initial state. This negativity of P (W ) is a signature of the quantumness of the work distribution and is destroyed by the first measurement in the two-point measurement scheme [74] . Using the FCS method to investigate the work statistics is just beginning and the effects of quantum coherence on the work statistics are not fully studied. Except for the negative quasidistribution, in the following we will comprehensively investigate the effects of quantum coherence on the work statistics, including average work and work fluctuation within the framework of FCS.
III. EFFECT OF QUANTUM COHERENCE ON WORK STATISTICS
We divide the initial state into coherent and incoherent parts in the eigenbasis of initial Hamiltonian H S (λ 0 ), i.e.,
with
being the incoherence part of ρ S (0) and
being the coherent part of the initial state in the eigenbasis of H S (λ 0 ).
A. Average work
Now we consider the average work W . According to Eqs. (2) and (5), the average work can be divided into two parts, i.e.,
being the incoherent work and
being the coherent work. In Eq.
(10), we have used (9) and (10), we can see that the incoherent work is induced by the external protocol performed on the incoherent part of the initial state, i.e.,
being the evolution of the incoherent part of the initial state, and the coherent work is induced by the external protocol performed on the coherent part of the initial state, i.e.,
being the evolution of the coherent part of the initial state. Similarly, because Re[U lm (τ )ρ mn (0)U † nl (τ )] can be negative or positive depending on the external protocol, the relative phase of the initial state and the structure of energy level of system, the average work can be increased or decreased by quantum coherence, thus the quantum coherence can be used to improve the work extraction [34] [35] [36] . Unlike the case of the two-point measurement scheme, the work done not only depends on the initial energy distribution ρ in S (0) and final energy distribution, but also on the initial quantum coherence.
For further investigation, in the following, we rewrite the average work by using
The incoherent work can be expressed as
So that the incoherent work can be further divided into the external protocol independent part W in indep and the external protocol dependent part W in dep , i.e.,
The external protocol independent part is
From the first line of Eq. (13), it can be seen that the external protocol independent part is determined by the relative entropy between the incoherent part of the initial state and the equilibrium state with respect to the initial Hamiltonian H S (λ 0 ), and by the partition functions of the equilibrium states with respect to the initial and final Hamiltonians H S (λ 0 ) and H S (λ τ ). The external protocol dependent part is
From the first line of Eq. (14), we can see that the external protocol dependent part is determined by the relative entropy between the evolution of the incoherent part of the initial state and the equilibrium state with respect to
The coherent work can also be expressed as
where (2) and (5), the second-order moment of work W 2 can be divided into
being the incoherent part of W 2 and
being the coherent part of W 2 . In Eq. (18), we have used
can be positive or negative depending on the energy level structure of the system, the relative phase, and the external protocol, the secondorder moment of work W 2 can be increased or decreased by quantum coherence.
Work fluctuations
is the coherent work fluctuation, and 2 W in W c is the correlation between the incoherent work and coherent work. The incoherent work fluctuation δW According to Eq. (1) with u = iβ, the work fluctuation relation for an arbitrary initial state can be expressed as
From Eq. (19) , it can be seen that the work fluctuation relation for an arbitrary initial state is no longer determined by the equilibrium states with respect to the initial and final Hamiltonians H S (λ 0 ) and H S (λ τ ), i.e., it is no longer determined by Z S (λ τ )/Z S (λ 0 ), but depends on the nonequilibrium process determined by U S (τ ). We divide the work fluctuation relation into two parts: the incoherent part which is induced by the incoherent part of the initial state (see the first line of Eq. (19) ) and the coherent part induced by the coherent part of the initial state (see the second line of Eq. (19)). If the system is initially in equilibrium with the environment, i.e., P m 0 = e −βε m 0 /Z S (λ 0 ) and ρ mn = 0, the famous Jarzynski equality will be recovered. Because Re[U lm (τ )ρ mn (0)U † nl (τ )] can be negative, by manipulating the relative phase of the initial state and the external protocol, the presence of quantum coherence can decrease or increase e −βW depending on the energy level structure of the system.
IV. EFFECT OF QUANTUM COHERENCE ON FREE ENERGY AND ENTROPY PRODUCTION
By dividing ρ S (t) (the density matrix of the system at any time t) into the coherent part and the incoherent part in the eigenbasis of Hamiltonian H S (λ t ), the free energy
being the incoherent free energy, and
being the coherent free energy contributed by quantum coherence. ρ in S (t) is the incoherent part of ρ S (t) just removing the coherence. It should be noted that the relative phase of ρ S (t) has no effect on the coherent free energy, which can be understood as follows. In general, the relative phase of ρ S (t) can be thought of as caused by the unitary evolution depending on Hamiltonian H S (λ t ), which does not influence the entropy of ρ S (t), and thus does not influence the relative entropy S(ρ in S (t)||ρ G S (λ t )) and the coherent free energy.
In the weak system-environment coupling limit, the system after the thermalization can be described by the Gibbs state, ρ
, and the final free energy F τ = −T ln Z S (λ τ ). Because the final equilibrium state is independent of the initial state, the coherence has no contribution to the final free energy F τ . According to Eq. (13) and Eqs. (20)- (22), the variation of free energy ∆F ≡ F τ − F 0 can be expressed as
From Eq. (23), it can be seen that the change of free energy consists of two parts: The first one is the incoherent work which is independent of the external protocol; the second one is the erasure of the initial coherent free energy F 
or, in other words, the free energy is rooted in the maximum work that can be extracted through the thermalization process.
Due to the irreversibility of the thermalization process, the work done on the system can not be fully stored as the free energy which is the maximum work being extracted by the inverse process, but a part of the work is used to produce entropy. The average entropy production is in the form of Σ = β W irr with W irr ≡ W −∆F being the average irreversible work. From Eqs. (8) and (23), the average entropy production can be expressed as
From Eq. (24), it can be seen that the coherent work and the incoherent work depending on the external process are used to produce entropy. And due to the erasure of the initial quantum coherence, the initial coherent free energy is dissipated, and the entropy (i.e.,
S(ρ S
, which means that the entropy production (or the irreversible work) is induced during the thermalization of the system state after the external protocol.
V. QUENCHED 1-D TRANSVERSE ISING MODEL
A common way to drive an isolated quantum system out of equilibrium is by the so called sudden quench, where the Hamiltonian is abruptly changed from H S (λ 0 ) to H S (λ τ ). Following the quantum quench, a number of fundamental questions on the nonequilibrium physics have aroused tremendous theoretical interest, ranging from the relationship between thermalization and integrability [75] to the universality of defect generation at a quantum critical point [76] . By treating the quench as a thermodynamic transformation, the characteristic function of work distribution was recognized to be the complex conjugate of the Loschmidt echo amplitude [77] , such that the dynamical responses can be probed by the work done [78] . Now we consider a quenched onedimensional transverse quantum Ising model, to investigate the effects of quantum coherence on work statistics and concretely show the results in the above section. The quantum Ising model is regarded by Sachdev as one of two prototypical models to understand the quantum phase transition [79] . The Hamiltonian of the quantum Ising model is
where λ is a dimensionless parameter measuring the strength of the external field with respect to the spin-spin coupling. In this paper, we only consider λ ≥ 0 without loss of generality. σ α j (α = x, y, z) is the spin-1/2 Pauli operator acting on the jth spin and the periodic boundary conditions are imposed as σ α N +1 = σ α 1 . Here we only consider that N is even. For this model, the quantum phase transition takes place at the critical value λ c = 1 as the ordering of its ground state is discontinuous from a paramagnetic (λ > 1) to a ferromagnetic (λ < 1) phase. We call λ > 1 the paramagnetism regime, and λ < 1 the ferromagnetism regime, not only at low temperature but also at high temperature. After the diagonalization, the Hamiltonian (25) can be expressed as [79] 
where
Here we consider a quench protocol where the external field is suddenly changed from λ 0 to λ τ = λ 0 + δ λ , with δ λ being the amplitude of the quench. After the quench protocol, the system is in contact with the environment at temperature T . The relation between pre-and postquench Bogoliubov operators is [79, 80] 
is the Bogoliubov angle and can be defined by the relation
It can be seen that θ j −k = −θ j k , and thus ∆ −k = −∆ k , and from this the vacuum state in two representations is related by
where |0 k 0 −k is the vacuum state of H S (λ 0 ) and |0 k0−k is the vacuum state of H S (λ τ ) for modes k and −k. In order to investigate the effects of quantum coherence, we consider that the spin chain is initially in a mixture of the Gibbs state and a so called coherent Gibbs state [41, 81] :
is the coherent Gibbs state with Z k (λ 0 ) = 2 cosh(βε 0 k /2) for mode k, and φ k is the relative phase between the bases |1 k and |0 k . It should be noted that k Z k (λ 0 ) = Z S (λ 0 ) is the partition function of the Gibbs state ρ
If p = 1, the spin chain is in the coherent Gibbs state |Ψ G , but if p = 0, the spin chain is in the thermal equilibrium state ρ G S (λ 0 ). The initial state can also be expressed as ρ
, where the incoherent part of the initial state is the thermal equilibrium state, i.e., ρ in S (0) = ρ G S (λ 0 ). It should be noted that ρ S (0) and ρ G S (λ 0 ) are energy indistinguishable because they have the same diagonal elements, and in this sense we call parameter β = 1/T in ρ S (0) the "temperature" or "effective temperature".
A. Work statistics
work quasidistribution
Because ε k = ε −k , we only consider modes k > 0 and rewrite the initial state as
, where we assume that φ −k = φ k . According to Eq. (3), the work distribution for modes k > 0 after the quench protocol is
The first three terms, i.e., P (W k = 0),
, come from the incoherent part of the initial state, and can be obtained by the twopoint measurement scheme. The last one, P (W k = ±ε τ k ), comes from the coherent parts of the initial state, i.e.,
. The influence of quantum coherence on the work done depends on the relative phase φ k and the change of Bogoliubov angle ∆ k . If φ k = π/2, the quantum coherence has no contribution to the work quasidistribution. Considering all the modes, the work quasidistribution can be expressed as Figures. 1(a1)-1(a3) show the work distribution at low temperature. In this case, the work distribution is independent of p because the initial state is almost the ground state. In the paramagnetism regime λ 0 > 1, the work distribution is almost 1 for a definite amount of work, i.e., the amount of work performed by the external protocol is a definite value (see Fig. 1(a3) ); now the work is completely described by the average work and the work fluctuation is of little importance. It should be noted that the width of the work distribution in the ferromagnetism regime (including the critical points) λ 0 ≤ 1 is much wider (see Figs. 1(a1) and 1(a2) ) than that in the paramagnetism regime λ 0 > 1; in other words, the work fluctuation in the ferromagnetism regime is more significant compared with that in the paramagnetism regime. This can be understood as follows: It is well known that the energy level structure of the Ising chain in different regimes (ferromagnetism and paramagnetism regimes) is very different, so that the responses of the system after the quench (the external field is suddenly changed from λ 0 to λ τ ) in different regimes are also very different. In the paramagnetism regime, the spins are orientated randomly and are weakly affected by an externally applied magnetic field, so that the system response after suddenly changing the external field (i.e., the quench) is very weak. In the ferromagnetism regime, all the spins are oriented to the external field orientation, and after sudden change of the external field (i.e., the quench), the response of the system will be very strong. At low temperature, the initial state is nearly the ground state of the pre-quenched system. After the quench, the Hamiltonian is changed and the initial state is no longer the ground state of the post-quenched system. The quench protocol performs work on the system strongly depending on the response of the system, and the work distribution in the ferromagnetism regime (strong response) is wider than that in the paramagnetism regime (weak response). At the critical point λ 0 = 1, the gap between the ground state and the first excited state is vanished, the quench at the critical point reopens the gap and significantly changes the energy level structure, and the variation of Bogoliubov angle ∆ k=0 is suddenly changed to −π/4, and thus the critical behavior can be observed. The width of work distribution for λ 0 ≤ 1 is relatively wide, but that for λ 0 > 1 is relatively narrow, which means that the work distribution at low temperature can exhibit the phase transition or the phase transition from the paramagnetism regime to the ferromagnetism regime can widen the work distribution. As the temperature increases, the work distribution will be widened and, in this case, the work fluctuation plays an important role. In the presence of quantum coherence, the work quasidistribution in the paramagnetism regime λ 0 > 1 is almost the same as that without considering quantum coherence (see Figs. 1(b3) and  1(c3) ). However, the work quasidistribution in the ferromagnetism regime (including the critical point) λ 0 ≤ 1 is very different from that without considering quantum coherence; more specifically, the work quasidistribution in the ferromagnetism regime (including the critical point) can be negative (see Figs. 1(c1) and 1(c2) ). In other words, the appearance of negative distribution is the signature of the phase transition even at high temperature. Now we give a qualitative explanation for the appearance of negative distribution: The different effects of quantum coherence in different regimes (the ferromagnetism and paramagnetism regimes) mean that the influence of quantum coherence strongly depends on the energy level structure of the system (per the general discussion of Sec. III). We have shown that in the ferromagnetism regime (including the critical point) λ 0 ≤ 1, the response of the system to the quench is strong, and then quantum coherence plays an important role. From the coherent work quasidistribution (33)), it can be seen that the work quasidistribution can be negative. (13)). The external protocol dependent part of incoherent work (14)) and the coherent work (10)). According to Eq. (8), the average work after the quench protocol can be expressed as Figures. 2(a) and 2(b) show the effects of quantum coherence for φ k = 0 and π on the average work. It can be seen that the average work is decreased or increased with p (i.e., quantum coherence) for the relative phase φ k = 0 or π, respectively. And in the presence of quantum coherence (p = 1), the average work is always negative or positive for φ k = 0 or π, respectively. This can be understood as follows: At high temperature, the incoherent part of the initial state is almost the maximally mixed state, such that the average incoherent work is almost zero and the average coherent work plays a significant role; for the quench amplitude δ λ > 0 that we considered, the change of Bogoliubov angle ∆ k < 0, and the quench protocol performs the negative or positive coherent work for φ k = 0 or π.
After the quench protocol, the work fluctuation
Figures. 2(c) and 2(d) show the effects of quantum coherence on the work fluctuation. It can be seen that for an incoherent process (p = 0), the work fluctuations for all λ 0 are the same, but for a coherent process (p = 0), the work fluctuation decreases with p (quantum coherence), i.e., the presence of quantum coherence can reduce the work fluctuation. In the presence of quantum coherence, the work fluctuations for φ k = 0 and π are almost the same, which is very different from the average work. It should be noted that the influences of quantum coherence on work and its fluctuation in the ferromagnetism regime (including the critical point) λ 0 ≤ 1 are more significant than that in the paramagnetism regime λ 0 > 1. In other words, in the presence of quantum coherence, work and its fluctuation can exhibit the critical behavior at high temperature.
To show the critical behavior, we plot in Fig. 3 the average work and work fluctuation as the functions of λ 0 with and without considering quantum coherence. At low temperature, the work statistics is independent of p, so that we consider p = 0 and plot the average work and work fluctuation as the functions of λ 0 in Figs. 3(a)  and 3(c) . It can be seen that the average work decreases with λ 0 and there is no singularity, while its derivative with respect to λ 0 has a singularity at the critical point λ 0 = 1 (see the inset in Fig. 3(a) ). At low temperature, the work fluctuation in the ferromagnetism regime (including the critical points) λ 0 ≤ 1 is relatively large and is independent of λ 0 , but the work fluctuation in the paramagnetism regime λ 0 > 1 decreases with λ 0 . In other words, at low temperature, not only the derivative of work fluctuation but also the work fluctuation itself show the critical behavior at the critical point λ 0 = 1. We have mentioned that after the quench, the response of the system in the ferromagnetism regime (including the critical point) λ 0 ≤ 1 is much stronger than that in the paramagnetism regime, so that the work fluctuation in the ferromagnetism regime (including the critical point) is relatively large, and the critical behaviors of work and its fluctuations at the critical point λ 0 can be observed. At high temperature, the quantum coherence has significant effects on the work statistics. Considering p = 0 and p = 1, we plot the average work and work fluctuation as functions of λ 0 in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) . For the incoherent process (p = 0), the work is almost independent of λ 0 because the initial state is almost the maximally mixed state which is independent of λ 0 and is not changed by the quench. For the coherent process (for example, p = 1), the singularities of work (not only its derivative) and its fluctuation can be clearly observed at the critical point λ 0 = 1. The presence of quantum coherence, which makes the critical behavior of work and its fluctuation be observed at high temperature, can be understood as follows: The coherent Gibbs state is essentially a pure state which can be considered as the unitary transformation (rotation) of the ground state, i.e., |Ψ G = U (β) k |0 k 0 −k , where U (β) is the unitary transformation operator depending on the inverse of the temperature, and U (β = ∞) = I, with I being the identity matrix. In other words, the initial state |Ψ G can be considered as the ground state of the unitary transformation of the original Hamiltonian (i.e., Ising model)
. This unitary transformation can not change the Z 2 symmetry of the original Hamiltonian, i.e., U (β)H S (λ 0 )U † (β) has the same symmetry as H S (λ 0 ), and thus the coherent Gibbs state |Ψ G can exhibit the critical behavior of the original Hamiltonian (i.e., Ising model). Quantum coherence will influence work and its fluctuations (and the work quasidistribution) depending on the energy level structure. We have shown that the responses of the system after the quench and thus the work performed by the quench in the ferromagnetism regime are different from that in the paramagnetism regime, so that quantum coherence has a more significant effect on the work and its fluctuation in the ferromagnetism regime than that in the paramagnetism regime. As a result, due to the presence of quantum coherence, the phase transition from ferromagnetism to paramagnetism can be observed by work and its fluctuation at high temperature. These critical behaviors are related to the appearance of the negative work quasidistribution.
Work fluctuation relation
From the Fourier transform of the work quasidistribution, the work fluctuation relation is obtained from Eq. (19) ,
The second term of Eq. (37) comes from quantum coherence, which can increase or decrease e −βW according to the relative phase φ k and the Bogoliubov angle ∆ k (i.e., quench protocol) concretely. For ∆ k < 0, the relative phase φ k ∈ [0, π/2) decreases e −βW and, on the contrary, φ k ∈ (π/2, π] increases e −βW . If there is no coherence in the initial state, i.e., ρ S (0) = ρ G S (λ 0 ), the Jarzynski equality is recovered.
B. Free energy and entropy production
Now we will consider the free energy and the entropy production. The incoherent part of the initial state given by Eq. (31) is the equilibrium state, i.e., ρ 
k ) being the eigenvalues of initial state ρ S (0), and the variation of free energy can be expressed as
From Eq. (38), we can see that the variation of free energy is independent of the relative phase, which has been explained in the general discussion of Sec. III. The irreversible work after the quench protocol is The effects of quantum coherence on the variation of free energy and irreversible work (entropy production) for different λ 0 are similar and we consider λ 0 = 0 as an example and show the results in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that the variation of free energy is dramatically reduced due to the erasure of the initial quantum coherence by the thermalization, and thus the irreversible work (entropy production) is dramatically increased. And the entropy is mainly produced by the erasure of the initial quantum coherence.
We also investigate the effects of λ 0 on the variation of free energy and the irreversible work (entropy production) for the incoherent (p = 0) and coherent (p = 0) processes. At low temperature, the free energy and irreversible work (entropy production) are independent of p, so we only consider p = 0 and plot the results in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c). As expected, at low temperature, the singularities of free energy and irreversible work (entropy production) can be observed because the quench has a significant effect on the system in the ferromagnetism regime (including the critical point) while it has little effect on the system in the paramagnetism regime. The quantum criticality increases the irreversible entropy production (see Fig. 5(c) ), which can be understood as follows [80] : The vanishing of the energy gap between the ground state and the first excited state makes it very difficult to drive the system across the critical region without exciting the system, and therefore a part of work is dissipated and entropy is produced. At high temperature, the variation of free energy and the irreversible work (entropy production) is almost independent of λ 0 , whether or not quantum coherence is considered. The reason is that: for the incoherent process, i.e., p = 0, the system at high temperature will almost be in the maximally mixed state which is independent of λ 0 and is not changed by the quench, so that the variation of free energy and the entropy production are independent of λ 0 . For the quantum coherent process, i.e., p = 0, the variation of free energy and the entropy production are mainly induced by the erasure of quantum coherence. And the quantum coherence at high temperature is almost independent of λ 0 (see Eq. (31)), so that the variations of free energy and the entropy production for the coherent process are also independent of λ 0 . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the spirit of the FCS, the effects of quantum coherence on the work statistics (including work quasidistribution, average work, and work fluctuation) are investigated in the present paper. First, we give a general discussion and show that for a quantum coherent process, work statistics is very different from that of the two-point measurement scheme, specifically, the average work is increased or decreased and the work fluctuation can be decreased, which strongly depends on the relative phase, the energy level structure, and the external protocol. Then, we concretely consider a quenched 1-D transverse Ising model, by which the analytical results can be obtained by means of a Jordan-Wigner transformation. We expect that the effects of quantum coherence on the work statistics in this simple model might be similar to those in more involved but less tractable models, so we can gain some insights into the quantum nonequilibrium fluctuations. Due to the presence of quantum coherence, work quasidistribution in the ferromagnetism regime can be negative; average work in the ferromagnetism regime is significantly decreased or increased by quantum coherence depending on relative phase, but work fluctuation in the ferromagnetism regime is only significantly decreased. In the paramagnetism regime, work statistics can be influenced by quantum coherence, but these influences are not significant compared with that in the ferromagnetism regime. These different effects of quantum coherence in different regimes (the ferromagnetism and paramagnetism regimes) mean that in the presence of quantum coherence, the work statistics can exhibit the critical behavior even at high temperature. The experimental measurement of work distribution requires the realization of an optical absorbtion experiment in a fully controllable setting. Recent proposals for the realization of quantum spin chains using bosonic atoms in optical lattices [82] give a possible, concrete way to pursue this goal with the available experimental tools.
The quantum trajectory approach is also an important method to investigate the nonequilibrium fluctuation. Based on the quantum trajectory approach, thermodynamic quantities for open quantum systems such as the work, heat, and entropy production were well defined, and their fluctuations has been widely investigated [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . In the quantum trajectory approach, the quantum system can initially stay at a superposition of two (or more) states, such that a coherent dynamics can be obtained. At a first glance, the quantum trajectory approach can be used to investigate fluctuations of work for quantum coherent process by considering an initial state with quantum coherence. However, in order to define the work along each quantum jump trajectory, one should know the energies at the beginning and the end of the dynamics, or the two-point energy measurement must be performed [52] . In other words, if the system is initially in a superposition of two (or more) eigenstates, the work along each quantum jump trajectory can not be defined. If the thermodynamic quantity considered is a state function, just like the entropy, its fluctuation relation for the quantum coherent process can be investigated by the quantum trajectory approach. In the weak system-environment coupling limit, the entropy production can be defined as Σ = ∆S − β∆Q, with ∆S being the change of the system entropy and ∆Q being the heat transferred from environment to the system. For the thermal equilibrium environment, the entropy production fluctuation exp(−Σ) = 1 still holds for a quantum coherent process [57] . 
